HOW TO CLEAN UPHOLSTERY

First prepare upholstery for cleaning by thoroughly vacuuming or brushing.

SET UP

1. At back of Rug Doctor Machine disconnect large grey vacuum hose by lifting out and attaching to the grey vacuum hose on the upholstery tool attachment as shown below.

2. Follow by connecting the smaller hose on upholstery tool attachment to the brass valve making sure it is screwed on tight.

3. Remove UPPER white tank.

4. Mix Rug Doctor Upholstery Cleaner Solution with water in a clean bucket according to label directions on bottle and pour into LOWER red tank through filter screen.

START CLEANING

1. Plug power cord in and position machine ready for cleaning. Refer to label on top of machine and turn the machine ‘ON’ for Upholstery Cleaning.

2. Test for colourfastness by first cleaning a small, hidden area. Rub the test area with a white towel, if no colour appears continue cleaning. A little colour on the towel means there’s some chance of colour running but you can probably still clean safely. Dry cushions by placing on sheets or towels laid out on the floor.

3. Working at a slow steady pace – begin cleaning by squeezing hand tool lever as you pull the tool over fabric. Overlap strokes slightly.

   IMPORTANT: DO NOT press the trigger/button on the machine handle while using the Upholstery Hand Tool connection.

4. When cleaning is complete, empty any remaining solution by holding the hand tool over a sink and press the lever until the tank is empty.

5. With all switches “OFF”, disconnect Hand Tool hoses and securely reconnect machine vacuum and solution hoses before returning to hire location.